
More than a 
Water Softener

DR    P WATER 
MANAGEMENT AND 
FLOOD PROTECTION 
SYSTEM



The DROP Water Management System 
is a private ecosystem for your water 
supply. Its leak detection and valve 

control give you peace of mind, and the 
intuitive user interface lets you stay on 
top of your water usage anywhere in 

the world.
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10 Year
Limited Warranty

DROP App to 
Control System
From Anywhere
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Smart Hub
The Hub manages all the DROP devices through DROP Link, 
a low-frequency mesh-style radio. The Hub allows the system to 
communicate locally to the DROP app on your phone or tablet or 
join your local Wi-Fi to enable remote operation. Having only one 
connection to the local Wi-Fi makes adding devices much simpler 
than connecting each product directly to the cloud.

DROP Leak Detector
Never worry again about returning home to frozen pipes, comically high 
water bills or a pond where your kitchen used to be. DROP Leak 
Detectors provide critical data to the DROP water management system 
to help protect your home from water damage. DROP Leak Detectors 
sense water in the area and continuously monitor the temperature. The 
leak detectors can be independently configured to automatically shut 
off the home water supply when the temperature falls below a 
user-designated level or provide notification of the condition.



DROP Home 
Protection Valve
If you currently do not require or own a water 
treatment system yet desire to upgrade to DROP 
monitoring capabilities, the Home Protection Valve 
offers a fitting solution. This add-on valve offers all 
the monitoring and shut-off features of the DROP 
Softener in one comprehensive package.

DROP Pump Controller
When installed with an optional meter, the DROP Pump Controller 
monitors your water flow and will alert you to excessive usage, 
helping to prevent or reduce water damage in the event of a burst 
pipe or appliance leak. The DROP Pump Controller monitors your 
water usage and pump diagnostics, providing your home with 
additional protection. 


